
Costume 

Fees

Monthly 

Payment

Apprentice $ 27.00 $ 127.00

Jr and Sr 

Company

$ 38.00 $ 184.00

*Please note that we are adjusting outreach classes to include sponsorship and/or monthly fee to cover 

our costs. Sponsorship information to go out separately in August.

Multi class discount does not apply to conservatory, because discounted hourly price is already applied for 

our more serious students.

Outreach Classes: These are our invitation only classes for more advanced dancers

that demonstrate a heart for outreach and a desire to train more. 

Semester Payment 

(discounted)

Pick 4 $ 253.00 $ 1,231.00

Pick 5 $ 308.00 $ 1,512.00

Pick 2 $ 135.00 $ 648.00

Pick 3 $ 195.00 $ 940.00

Recreation Class Discounts for families with students in multiple classes or with siblings: 3 classes get 5% 

off. 4 classes get 7% off. 5 or more classes get 10% off.

Conservatory Classes: These classes are for students wishing to pursue dance

more seriously and commit to coming out at least twice a week.

For Conservatory Classes, conservatory ballet technique is a required class. Each additional is an elective. 

If you are in Pointe I or Pointe II, you must be in conservatory ballet and in both Tuesday and Thursday 

pointe classes (3 classes).

Conservatory Fees Monthly Payment Semester Payment 

(discounted)

1 hour class $ 71.00 $ 340.00

1 hr 15 minute class $ 79.00 $ 383.00

Recreation Class Fees Monthly Payment Semester Payment 

(discounted)

45 minute class $ 62.00 $ 297.00

There will be 10 equal payments August-May. Some months will have more classes than others. Each 

semester has 15 classes. The spring semester has two extra classes to account for snow days. Billing does 

not occur through our registration system but will be sent separately.

There is a 3% credit card processing fee. No fees for check, cash or direct bank account withdrawal.

All payments are due on the 5th of the month. There is a $15 late fee. Autopay options are 

recommended.

Recreation Classes: These are non-conservatory classes/non-outreach classes

Elevate Fees: 2023-2024

All Fees Now Include Tuition, T-shirt, Admin, Recital and Costume Fees in One


